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The new shortening too good to be true 
Back of the guarantee: Exhaustive comparative tests were carried on in The Rath Home 
Economics Kitchen. MARVELARD proved a superior shortening for all baking and frying. 
When The Rath Packing Company first introduced 
MARVELARD, they had a problem. 
The facts about their product seemed "too good 
to be true!" 
How could you convince women that here was 
a new kind of shortening, combining all the advan-
tages of lard with the fine qualities of a vegetable 
shortening? 
How could you tell them about Marvelard's 
richer shortening power for pie crusts, yet explain 
how light and "creamable" it was for easy-mix cakes? 
How could you prove to them that Marvelard 
has no taste, no odor? Kept fresh without refrigera-
tion? How it brought out the true flavor of fried 
foods, because it was so bland and odorless itself? 
Would any woman believe any one shortening 
could be this good? 
To convince skeptics, Rath came out with this 
unusual guarantee: 
"Compare Marvelard with any shortening 
you've ever used. Either you like it better, 
or we refund your money and buy you a 
pound of your favorite shortening, besides." 
This guarantee has now been running in many 
cities for many months. Thousands of women have 
tried MARVELARD, with many writing in enthusias-
tic reports about it. 
The Rath Packing Company 
~~~~~tl~l 
Waterloo, Iowa 
~NOW on the ground 
kJ and the trees sub-
missive under white man-
tles-it's middle of win-
ter, yet anything but 
the dead of winter. For 
with December comes a 
rebirth of man in the 
warm Christmas rebirth 
of faith. Maybe Chris-
mas never meant any-
thing to you but the contentment of being 
with your family and having the security of 
good food and a warm fire, and the soul-
security of candlelight in the church and spicy 
pine on the dim stone arches. But Christmas 
signifies more than the birth of the Christ 
child. Christmas stands for the goodness in 
man, and the beauty in man, and the kindness 
in man. We don't need to say it's the time 
to send food to hungry people-you do that 
naturally at Christmas time. We do need to say 
that Christmas is too soon forgotten-that 
people too soon lose the warm heartedness they 
find so easily around the Christmas tree. It 's 
easy to lose yourself in details and hard to keep 
any perspective in intangibles. Now, more 'than 
ever, we must catch this Christmas goodness 
of man and hold onto it. For though man is 
destructive and evil sometimes, he is also good-
just as good as we believe him to be. 
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e IN THIS ISSUE 
Television is opening a new field for home economists. Already 
graduates are finding themselves in front of television cameras or 
behind the scenes as script writers or program directors. On page 4 
of this issue, Barbara Short, technical journalism sophomore, tells 
what's ahead for you in TV. She emphasizes that the field is open 
to nearly all home economists whether they're trained in foods, 
textiles, child development or household equipment. 
e ON THE COVER 
Mary Sue Bruce, astride her rocking horse, wishes you a Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year for the Homemakers editors and 
business staff. Like all Pammel Court children she's impatiently 
waiting for Santa Claus to arrive in her barracks home. To Mary 
Sue the holiday vacation also means that she'll see her student-
father, Jim Bruce, more often when he's not behind his desk as 
managing editor of the Iowa State Daily. 
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THE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
Give A 
Cookbook For 
Christmas 
by Margaret Leveson 
COOKBOOKS are best sellers-and long lasting in interest, too. Not only does a good one hold 
your attention as no murder mystery ever could, but 
it also personifies the faith women have in a printed 
recipe. A woman accustomed to today's tested recipes 
will doubt almost everything in her kitchen-includ-
ing her own good right arm-before she'll question 
her cookbook. And writers, editors and test kitchen 
staffs work hard to justify this faith. 
From the time cavewomen learned to boil the 
haunch of bison until man learned to record his 
chatter in black type, cooking was a temporary sort 
of art; intact only until consumed. Cave paintings 
lasted; temples endured. Philosophy was recorded by 
hand, but apparently nobody thought Diogenes' moth-
er's recipe for curing olives was worth a clay tablet. 
But soon after the printing press came cookbooks. 
They've been increasing in popularity ever since. 
Specialized Cookbooks 
Cookbooks have become specialized. You can find 
one to suit the best cook you know, one for someone 
who's never mixed a batch of muffins-even one for 
that man you'd so like to please. 
Before you begin the fun of browsing through 
recipes, decide which type of cookbook you'll select-
the all purpose, all inclusive type or the specialty 
book cherished by collectors. There are excellent 
books on the market in both types. 
If you're buying for a newlywed or an about-to-be, 
you might consider the all purpose book. But chances 
are, the way to a cook's heart is through the specialty 
book that's as much fun to read and daydream about 
as it's fun to follow. Cookbooks make wonderful 
Christmas presents. Let's take a look at a few and see 
what's on the shelves in the bookstores now. 
Best seller among the all purpose cookbooks at 
present is the loose-leaf style "Better Homes and 
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Gardens Cookbook." This is also one of the most 
popular books among meal planning students at 
Iowa State-. The recipes are carefully standardized 
and tested, and the book is packed with clever ideas 
for new flavors and new ways to serve foods. You 
can buy this one for $2.75. 
Joy of Cooking 
One general-type book which hit the best seller 
lists is Irma Rombauer's "Joy of Cooking." In this 
book, the recipes are set up in a relatively new form 
which rated tops with women in a survey conducted 
to see how homemakers want their recipes worded. 
It 's a big book, recently enlarged, and spiced with 
comments by Mrs. Rombauer. There's a whole section 
on chocolate cakes. "I sometimes wonder, knowing 
the popularity of chocolate cakes in my home, why I 
ever make anything else" comments the author. "Joy 
of Cooking" retails for $3. 
You may find another you'll like better-maybe 
you'll choose the "American Woman's Cookbook" or 
the New England homemaker's standby, "Fannie 
Farmer's Cookbook." 
Special Ideas 
If you're even slightly a collector at heart, you'll 
have the time of your life when you get into the 
section of special idea books. Most of these read 
almost like a novel-at least like a good essay, although 
some make a valiant effort to keep themselves classi-
cally pure collections of recipes. 
Probably one of the best choices you could make 
for an early Christmas gift to a woman who loves 
her kitchen is the "Christmas Cookie Book" by Vir-
ginia Pasley. H ere you'll discover a gay colored jacket 
and 14 bright cookies in color on the inside book 
(Continued on page 14)) 
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Here's What's Open fo1 
You may have your finger in a video pie someday. 
You'll show homemakers how to make a tempting meal, 
raise children, improve home lighting or sew a fine seam. 
by Barbara Short 
T ELEVISION cameras are focused on the trained home economist. TV stations all over the nation 
are producing or planning for programs appealing to 
the American homemaker. This means that you may 
have your finger in a video pie some day, either 
as the woman in an apron whipping up a souffle in 
front of the cameras, or as the program director, 
script writer, or production manager's assistant. 
TV is enthusiastically welcoming the home econ-
omist's services. Some stations have two or more 
home economists conducting fashion shows, sewing 
clinics, cooking schools and demonstrations for their 
televiewers. Many women already have their feet in 
the exciting door of television. 
Let's see what TV pioneers do and what they have 
to say concerning this fascinating field. 
"Good evening," says Mrs. Dione Lucas, star of 
CBS television shows. "Tonight I am going to make 
minestra, lobster bisque and fruit tarts." 
Dressed in a striped cotton dress, Mrs. Lucas stands 
in a shiny white kitchen. She works rapidly on an 
enormous wooden table in the center of the room. 
As cooking star of television in the New York area, 
Mrs. Lucas has an international reputation as a cook, 
has written cookbooks and runs a cooking school. 
"I think that most women are pretty good, plain 
cooks," she says. "I like to give them a dash of gour-
met cooking-something to brighten menus." 
However Mrs. Lucas is not a television star just 
because of her intriguing recipes. She handles tools 
with the skill of a surgeon, and, in spite of the speed 
required by the show, she rarely fumbles. 
The Home Service Bureau of the Consolidated Gas 
Electric Light and Power Company of Baltimore 
conducts weekly programs in their new demonstration 
kitchen at station WMAR-TV. Three trained lecture-
demonstrators handle the work. Each show requires 
two participants, the main demonstrator and some-
one to assist her with preparation. 
· · Programs are based on a complete meal. The menu 
is given at the beginning of the program, and as many 
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foods are prepared as program time allows. The num-
ber may vary from a single dish to the complete 
meal. }'or instance, a breakfast of orange juice, 
scrambled eggs, sausages, hot cross buns and coffee 
was completed by the end of one show. 
The home economist gives a summary of the menu 
while televiewers look at a picture of the dishes 
prepared on the program arranged on a large black 
tray. The audience may write or telephone for the 
menu and necessary recipes. 
Two cameras are focused on the lecture-demon-
strator at all times. Two small, red lights on . top of 
the camera taking the picture are the signal for her 
to play up to that camera. Since the cameras are 
equipped with four different lenses, the demonstrator 
never knows whether a full length picture or a close-
up o.f her hands is being taken. 
Need Different Tecbniques 
Florence J. Neely, home service director for the 
company, finds that a different technique must be 
used for a television audience. She explains that the 
close-up lens of a camera can focus only on a small 
area, and wide motion may throw the object out 
of camera range. The demonstrator must handle 
equipment and foods so that her hands are not 
between the object and the camera. 
Large garnishes must be used, for small things do 
not show up. Food, dishes, uniforms and makeup 
must be chosen carefully, because contrasts depend 
on intensity of color. 
Noise is always a problem. The demonstrator must 
be careful not to hit equipment together or crumble 
waxed paper or aluminum foil. Applying moleskin 
to the bottoms of dishes and utensils reduces contac1 
noises. 
Not all shows are live. Films are less expensive 
and give producers the opportunity to work toward 
perfection. Designed to appeal to homemakers who 
sew is "Pattern Magic With Wool," a series of tele-
vision announcements devoted to home sewing. It has 
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t'"ou in TV 
been filmed jointly by the McCall Corporation and 
the Wool Bureau. 
The film is divided into ten sequences of 40 seconds 
each, and is so designed that it may be used as 
separate spot announcements or in its entirety. The 
series offers visual information on tailoring, detailing, 
choosing cut patterns, and selecting suitable wool 
fabric for home sewing fashions. Selected fashion--
right fabrics and cartoons illustrate wool's versatility. 
W OI-TV Under Way 
Louie L. Lewis, chief engineer of WOI, says that 
television will get under way this winter at Iowa 
State. Many films of home economics demonstrations 
will be used at first, since they can be televised with 
less equipment than live shows. 
When the station has bought TV cameras and has 
adequate studios and properties, home economic~ 
programs will come into their own here. Lewis con-
templates televising students working in the Institu-
tion Tearoom kitchen and perhaps in the demonstra-
tion laboratories at first. WOI television will give 
students valuable training in the video field. 
TV station WEWS, Cleveland, has recently added 
to its props a greenhouse, a grocery store, a style 
salon, a living room set and a complete modern 
kitchen. Programs starting at 2:30 include "Party 
Fare, " "Mrs. Fixit, " "Child Care," "Kitchen Clinic,"' 
"Guest Chef," "Your Own Home," and "Home-
makers Exchange." 
Alice Weston, who has had journalistic and broad· 
casting experience, conducts cooking demonstrations 
on an hour-long show, "Alice Weston and Ophelia." 
Mrs. Ophelia Dudley Steed, Mrs. \!\Teston's assistant, 
is one of the first Negroes to sign a contract for a 
daily telecast. 
Tips from Miss Madden 
Miss Faith Madden, of the Department of House-
hold Equipment, plans to include discussions on tele · 
vision demonstration work in the demonstra~ion 
techniques course which she teaches. 
Hands that know how are very important, accord· 
ing to Miss Madden, because television photography 
demands show-how demonstrations. Foods must have 
definite sizes and shapes, which means that creamed 
dishes and casseroles are out. Miss Madden points out 
that homemakers like demonstrations where emphasis 
is placed on what is being done for 15 to 30 seconds 
without a running dialogue. 
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The demonstrator's personality must fit and har-
monize with the district in which she is demon-
strating. Miss Madden points to the person with a 
radiant expressive personality, distinct features and 
a sincere smile as the successful TV demonstrator 
where personality and appearance are concerned. 
Miss Madden also points out the great responsibili-
ties of the staff behind the scenes. It's up to persons 
working on the production end of the show to afford 
the demonstrator every chance for success. Demand is 
great for persons with a background of home eco-
nomics and a complete understanding of video's 
limitations, plus capacities to work with program 
planning, script writing and actual program produc-
tion. 
Personality Important 
Gladys Price, home service supervisor of the South 
ern California Gas Company, who has appeared on 
television shows in Los Angeles, says, "I believe that 
the home economist who would be on television must 
have a definite personality which can be caught by 
the television camera. As I see it, the gal must not 
disillusion her audience ·with her appearance; she 
must not lecture; and she must be conscious that she 
is actually walking into the living room of her 
listeners." 
"Advance preparation is important," Miss Price 
points out. "Facilities in most studios are primitive, 
and it is impossible in a 15 or 30 minute program 
to measure flour, or send out for equipment which 
has been forgotten." 
Corris Guy, star of "Tricks and Treats," a weekly 
show of the Paramount television station, KTLA, Los 
Angeles, says that TV demands a unique technique-
a flair for the dramatic, yet an understanding of the 
great need for simplicity of presentation · and manner. 
KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City, is currently carrying 
a half-hour program sponsored by the Utah · Power 
and Light Company called "Better Living Electri-
cally." A home economist from the company gives 
cooking demonstrations from an all-electric kitchen 
in the station's television studio. Also included on 
the program are demonstrations of the proper use 
and care of home appliances. 
WHAT'S NEW IN • • • 
Child Development 
A new device is a mattress, bathtub and safety chair 
all in one. Air and watertight plastic supports the 
baby's body firmly. 'J\Then fully inflated and covered 
with a pink or blue sanforized cotton envelope. it 
can be used for carrying the baby, and holding him 
on a bed at picnics or in the car. A broad cotton belt 
fastens under his arms to prevent his rolling @ff. 
Remove the cover, reverse the chair and you have 
a soft, smooth tub for bathtime. Partially deflated, 
it serves as a cushioned seat; completely deflated, it 
fits into your purse. 
+ 
Baby may be comfm·tably bedded clown, at home or 
traveling, if an ultra-modern crib is his nest. The 
frame of the bed is of the same type of aluminum 
used in airplane construction, the sides are Velon, 
and the bottom of duro-coated fiber-glass. It is all 
completely washable. 
Foods and Nutrition 
A new baster makes it possible to baste the fowl 
or roast every minute that it is cooking. It's possible 
without heat reddened hands or loss of oven heat. 
Just put the baster in the pan, close the oven, and 
immediately your flavor-filled juices start a steady 
percolating action over the meat. 
+ 
A transparent plastic top has been developed to 
show exactly what is in the canned foods you buy. 
The same canning quality is maintained by having 
the plastic crimped into the metal thus sealing the 
can. 
+ 
Frozen citrus jntrees-lemon and orange-are now 
on the market. They differ from orange juice by 
containing more of the fruit pulp. Used in sherberts, 
ices or pie fillings, these products offer extra smooth-
ness and natural flavor. 
+ 
Fluffy omelets will be easier to make with eggs 
which have been frozen in the shell. This new method 
of preserving is accomplished by removing three 
percent of the water from each egg and then freezing 
them in a vacuum. The foaming quality of the eggs 
increases through freezing, according to S. A. Kalo· 
yereas of the Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 
La., originator of the new storing method. 
Home Management 
An amazing new jJlastic liquid gives lasting pro-
tection against tarnish, stains, wear and tear. A single 
spray treatment on silver, chrome or brass prevents 
tarnishing and saves hours of cleaning, polishing and 
waxing. This clear spray dries in a few minutes. 
+ 
Crack ice without grinding, jabbing or pounding 
with an automatic ice pick. Its vibrating action does 
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all the work and quickly reduces ice to bits. No more 
bruised hands or wasted ice. 
+ 
To eliminate falls and possible bmlien bones keep 
those scatter rugs from slipping on waxed floors. A 
loosely woven mesh of latex rubber coated cord clings 
tightly to the floor and rug placed over it. This under-
lay saves wear on the floor and rugs, makes rugs 
resilient. 
Anyo11e w!to d1·eads setting or emj;tying mouse tmps 
will welcome a new automatic one. It ejects the dead 
mouse and resets itself when a lever is pressed. 
Household Equipment 
A new frying pan dries bacon on the broad raised 
rim while eggs are frying in the center of the pan. 
Bacon doesn't require turning or draining and is 
kept hot until ready to serve in smooth uncurled 
slices. The plan is easy to wash, conserves range 
space and can be used to prepare other combinations 
like hot cakes and bacon, hamburgers and toasted 
buns. 
A new device guarantees no more greasy hands 
when you oil a pan for baking. When you fill the 
handle on the top, a plunger forces the proper amount 
of shortening on the fine white brush connected to 
the opposite end of the barrel. One filling provides 
sufficient shortening for several times. 
+ 
On the market now, you will find a device which 
eliminates the tedious job of defrosting your refrig-
erator. It is an electrical timing device which 
automatically starts defrosting about one o'clock in 
the morning. Not only does the food stay fresher, but 
it increases the life span of the refrigerator and cuts 
electrical costs. 
Emptying the vacuum cleaner bag is a cleaner, 
neater task with a new type of throw-away bag made 
of unspun cotton. Instead of emptying the trash and 
dust from the bag as before, the unspun, cotton bag-
is discarded, and a fresh, sanitary new bag is inserted 
in its place. 
Textiles and Clothing 
A new "contour" sheet is being produced to ease 
the homemakers' problem of smooth bed making. 
The sheet eliminates some of the corner fullness 
and fits the bed more easily. 
+ 
Bound buttonholes need not be a problem any-
more. A special, rough-textured paper pattern can 
be used as a guide for stitching and cutting. It is 
easily removed when the buttonhole is finished. 
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Try These F£nn£sh 
oliday reats 
by Lea Juvonen 
as told to 
Marian Ismert 
Miss L ea ]uvonen has been a food sjJecialist in 
Finland. After the war, she was in charge of the 
food f01· the Finnish lumba camps. Miss ]uvonen 
has been at Iowa State since the fall of I948 and 
expects to receive ha master's degree in Institution 
Management. Sh e will return to Finland early nexl 
su mmer. 
+ + + 
I T'S CHRISTMAS Eve and you're sitting on the floor gazing at the glistening tree, wondering 
what"s in that candy striped or red-cellophaned 
package. You're home. That's what Christmas is-
home, whether in the United States or Helsinki , 
Finland. 
Let's pretend we 're in Helsinki, spending Christmas 
Eve with my family. 
The people of Helsinki have originated some of 
the classic crunchy pastries and flaky cookies that 
are your Christmas favorites. The Karjalan Piirakat, 
a filled pastry, is a must in my family's celebration 
dinner on Christmas eve. Karjala province, where 
1 spent my childhood, is famous for its Piirakat. 
In my home-and I guess everywhere else in 
Finland, too-everything is cleared and cleaned and 
preparations are made the clay before Christmas Eve. 
That is so everybody will be ready to greet Christmas 
.fuist-Christmas Eve. First we all go to Sauna, the 
Finnish Bath. Then we come home and we're ready 
to eat. 
A year from Christmas I hope to be sitting around 
the Christmas Eve table with my family. We'll be 
stuffing ourselves with pickled herring, Karjalan 
Piirakat, sardines, salmon, several kinds of bread, 
herring salad, dressed meats with pickled beets. 
Christmas ham, potatoes, carrots, peas, cabbage, 
boiled lutefisk fixed with white sauce with black 
pepper, potatoes and Christmas rice porridge mixed 
with one almond and served with sugar, cinnamon 
and milk. Coffee is served afterward with a variety of 
coffee breads, Christmas star and half-moon cookies. 
The dinner is always eaten by candlelight. Then 
our nimble Santa Claus comes. After he tells stories 
about his journey from Lapland, the children sing 
songs and folk dance with him. He gives the gifts 
from his sledge to everyone. The rest of the evening 
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is spent giving parcels, opemng gifts and singing 
Christmas carols. 
For the newlyweds, we have a special tradition in 
Karjala. Or maybe I should just say, it is a special 
tradition for the bride. In Finland, the bride who 
has been married during that year will visit her 
parents for Christmas, staying from 4 tQ 6 weeks-but 
not the ·husband. This custom is called Jouluoljami-
Joulu means Christmas. 
Perhaps I won't be able to make some of our 
Christmas treats until next Christmas, when I'm home . 
again in Helsinki. But you don't have to wait until 
next Christmas. You can try some of our pastry treats 
this season. 
Finnish Christmas stars are an old country classic, 
fit for a king. 
Sift 2/s cup flour to baking board. 
Cut in 1 cup butter with 2 knives or pastry blender. 
Add 4 tablespoons water gradually and work until blended. 
Chill for 30 minutes. 
Roll on floured baking board to rectangular shape. 
Fold and repeat 2 or 3 times, chilling 30 minutes each time. 
Hall out quickly to desired thickness and cut in 4-inch squares. 
Place teaspoon of cooked prunes or apples in middle of dough . 
Cut each corner 1 Y:? inches. 
Fold alternate corners in and press edges together. 
Brush with beaten egg and bake in hot oven. 
Or cut with a round cutter. Place filling in middle and make 
a half moon . 
And you will not be trying a bit of Finnish Christ-
mas for your family without making the Christnias 
Rice Porridge. 
To make this: 
Scald 1 cup rice in l cup boiling water. 
Melt Y:? tablespoon butter. 
Add rice and water and boil 10 or 15 minutes until water dis -
appears. 
Add 5 cups milk and cook slowly 45 minutes or until rice is 
tender. 
Put one almond in middle of mixture. 
Pour into deep dish and serve cold with cinnamon and sugar. 
The one almond in the recipe brings you the fun. 
The person who gets the almond will get married 
before the next Christmas, according to our cour.try's 
legends. Or if the person who finds the almond is 
married, a baby is promised. 
May you have good luck with your Finnish baking. 
Hauslwa ]aula, (Merry Christmas) and Onnellista 
Uutta Uuotta, (Happy New Year). 
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A Gift From WOLF'S 
Is A Gift She'll Cherish 
Blouses • Gloves 
Sweaters • Handbags 
Sport Dresses • Cosmetics 
Skirts • Jewelry 
Slacks • Neckwear 
Slippers • Hosiery 
Lingerie 
712 Walnut 
WOLF'S 
Calicoes, cottons and 
blue jeans-we're 
all out for ... 
by Elizabeth Fox 
"UP IN the air and never come down, swing your 
partner 'round and 'rou nd." Your gay gingham 
skirt swings wide as you start off with a "promenade 
two and promenade four, and keep that calico off 
the floor." From Maine to Cal ifornia, young folks 
like you are clapping hands and tapping feet to that 
infectious square dance music. 
Square dancing may be something new to you, but 
it was danced 'way before your time. Although some 
people say that it is an off-shoot of French and 
English quadrilles, they' ll admit that it is really an 
all-American dance. It certainly has outlasted the 
Charleston, the Cakewalk, the Black Bottom and the 
Big Apple. Most of the younger set enjoy square 
dancing more than old-fashioned jitter-bugging. It"s 
a dance that everyone can enjoy, not just one couple. 
When you're on the dance floor, the caller, next to 
the fiddler, of course, is the most important personage. 
He's the one· who tells the gents to "take nice dainty 
little steps," and the gals to "join a circle with their 
pretty sides out." Most of his calls are ones he know5 
by heart and he can call off the steps to the Texas 
Star or Bird in a Cage as easily as you can recite 
the alphabet. A caller doesn't always give the dance 
call line for line, sometimes he adds a verse of his 
own making. Standing at the front of the hall, he 
can see if a cou ple down in the far corner is cutting-
up, and he's liable to tell the whole dance hall about 
it in the very next rhyme. 
R hymes Give Advice 
Just to keep the old-timers on their toes while the 
other sets catch up, he may add a bit of advice to 
rhyme with "left alemande and right hand grand," 
such as, "Plant your 'taters in sandy land." He's a 
humorist, a minstrel and a poet all at once. 
Calls may be chanted or sung, depending on the 
preference of the caller, and they frequently give you 
some history of the era when the call originated. 
From Cape Cod we hear about clams that are all 
slap-happy at high water in "Dig for the oyster, 
delve for the clam, take 'em all home in an old tin 
can." When the Shawnee Indians still lurked in the 
cane brakes along the Ohio r iver, square dancers 
heard, "Squaw in the cane brake, papoose on her 
back, when you meet your partner, take a back 
track." But the West has given us most of our calls. 
Dances such as the Wagon Wheel or the Double 
THE lOW A HOMEMAKE!!. 
Star tell you about times when they roped cows and 
branded calves. 
If you really want to Jearn how to square dance, 
it's best to know some of the terms yo u 'll need to 
know when you 're on the dance floor. After you 've 
mastered the "alemande left and alemande right," 
the "balance and swing," and other steps, you can 
take your place on the dance floor and let th e caller 
tell you how to fit them into a dance. 
Promenaders on Campus 
You can square dance just about anywhere-on 
the tennis courts, a large grassy area, or an old barn. 
H ere on campus you can join the square dance group 
known as the Promenaders. They meet every other 
Friday night in the archery room of the \Vomen's 
Gymnasium. Ten or twelve sets, of four couples each, 
can dance at once in the room. When a new dance is 
introduced, veteran Promenaders will present a gay 
demonstration. Already the girls ' full skirts and the 
fellows' western boots are a familiar sight at demon-
strations for church groups and during the first all-
college mixer. In between those fast-moving square 
dances, you 'll polka, scho tti sche or maybe try a R ye 
Waltz. 
Music for square dances may be furnished by a 
fiddle or an accordion. The Promenaders have several 
record albums of recently recorded square dance 
music. They are perfect for square dance groups. 
So the next time you hear that square dance music 
and a caller begins to sing out, hurry-quick. You don't 
want to miss even the first square dance. 
COOK BOOKS 
and Gardens 
CookBook Make Ideal Gifts For Christmas 
$1.75 to $3.00 
We have in stock 14 different Cook Books including Duncan Hines 
Good Cooking and Carving. 
Housekeeping Books and House Plan Books 
Flower Growing and Flower Arrangement Books 
Home Decoration, Fumiture and Sewing Books 
Scrap Books and Photo Books 
Eaton's Stationery in the season's styles 
makes an ideal gifts for Christmas, $1.00 and up 
Gibson's Christmas Cards 5c to $1.00 
STUDE-NT SUPPLY STORE 
South of Campus Open Evenings 
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Joan Johnston works zn 
Home Service Center of the 
fiJ!oman's Home ComjJanion. 
Alums 
in the News 
by Marjorie Miller 
Jean Lindaman, 
intem in VA 
Hines, Illinois. 
dietetics 
H osjJital, 
JOAN JOHNSTON, '49, had to be foresighted 
when she prepared Christmas fondant candy, 
cakes and cookies last summer in the Home Service 
Center of the Woman's Home CornjJanion in New 
York City. 
"l also did some testing and helped with the color 
photographs for our holiday feature, 'Christmas 
Treats', which is a collection of interesting family 
recipes from Companion editors," Joan reports. "Of 
course all of these recipes had to be thorough! y 
checked in order to make sure they came up to the 
blue ribbon standards of our Home Service Center, 
before they could be published in the magazine. 
Joan's early holiday preparations were a imed toward 
her first by-lined story which appears in the December 
issue of the Companion. Her story is "Wonderful 
Christmas Candies," a h ere's how feature. In it she 
tells the methods of varying the flavor, shape and 
color of fondant candy. 
"1 really had a good time frosting the black walnut 
cake and decorating it in a gay candied fruit wreath," 
Joan remarks, adding that art courses are coming in 
10 
There's a Lot of Good 
Eating Ln These Boysenberries 
Boysenberries are an oblong-shaped, purplish, fine flavored 
berry with large juice cells. It is a hybrid developed from the 
blackberry, the loganberry, and the raspberry, canned in extra 
heavy syrup to bring out that extra fine flavor. 
DELICIOUS-served just as they come from the can, on 
shortcakes, or in pies. Try a can soon. 
WESTERN GROCER DIVISION 
A Division of 
Consolidated Grocers Corp. 
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handy. Another story with which Joan assisted is 
"Light Hearted Suppers." 
Joan is one of six home economists who prepare 
the food pages for the magazine. "lL is in our kitchens 
that the food story ideas and recipes arc developed 
and the recipe testing is done," she explains. They 
also do some testing at the request o( commercial 
food companies. 
After a day at work Joan heads for her home in the 
Evangeline Hotel in Greenwich Village. After 6 
months of work Joan says, "I think New York and 
all that goes with it are wonderful. " 
Jean Lindaman 
"The interesting thing about being an intern is 
that something new and interesting is happening all 
of the time," says Jean Lindaman, a di etet ics intern 
at .the Veteran's Adminstration Hospital, Hines, Illi-
nois. 
Classwork didn't end (or Jean when she was 
graduated as a dietetics major last Jun e. She attends 
lectures and classes at the hospital, too. "These lec-
tures and discussions seem especially important be-
cause we've actually been working with patients who 
have the diseases we've studied and we have beeFJ 
writing their diets for them," she explains. "Other 
work includes case studies, and administrative and 
therapeutic problems. Those titles sound almost like 
class assignments at school, and though there is study-
ing to do, it is so much a part of your job that it 
doesn't seem like class work," she points out. 
Jean says she is glad she chose the hospital in 
Hines for her internship. "It is far enough out of 
Chicago to be away from the large city hustle and 
noise, yet is close enough so that we can go down to 
the loop on our days off for tours, the theater, or 
museums. 
"Vaughn Monroe was a recent visitor at the hos-
pital ," Jean reports. Many of the well-known bands 
and entertainers stop at the hospital to entertain the 
veterans. 
Besides working on the job every day, Jean is 
also doing a case study. This includes tracing the 
case of a particular patient and finding out from 
the patient his diet habits and personality traits. She 
reviews current literature to see how his disease fits 
the typical picture. Jean says, "It is involved, but 
fascinating." 
"I don 't think I'll ever regret being a dietitian," 
Jean remarks, ''I'm just now beginning to see what 
a broad and exciting field it really is. " 
* * * 
"Of course I'm all right . . . 
I just believe in being prepared. 
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Choose Your Silver 
From Table Settings 
Josephs China Room (Downstairs) 
is expressly designed to aid you in 
selecting your patterns of silver, china, 
and glassware. 
Attractive table arrangements plus 
helpful advice and an atmosphere of 
beauty and comfort make shopping a 
pleasure in Josephs China Room. 
You will find sterling patterns by 
the leading silversmiths: 
Gorham-Kirk-Lunt 
Wallace-Reed and Barton 
International 
JOF~~d~a~S 
Sixth at Lncust 
DES MOINES 
Christmas Joy ... 
One of the many joys of Christ-
mas is giving to others. We have a 
large variety of gifts for your 
selection that will please special 
fr-iends, mother, and many others. 
Come see them at our newly re-
modeled downtown store or the 
campustown shop today. 
COE FLORIST 
11 
12 
''The American Home'' 
The. Safeguard of American Liberties 
• Are you getting a 
good return on your 
savings? 
• This association in-
vests its members' 
savings in first mort-
gages only in Polk 
Coun ty, Iowa. 
• Current rate is 3lh% 
DES MOINES BUILDING-LOAN 
AND SAVINGS ASSOCIATION 
Elmer E. Miller, Pres. & Sec. 
Hubert E. James, Vice Pres. 
210-6th Ave., Des Moines, Iowa 
"THE OLDEST IN DES MOINES" 
Here's 
uy janet Sutherland 
Finding weiner sticks the right size for firesides 
or picnics poses no problem for Lois Young, H . Ec. Sr. 
She uses a few wire coat hangers, which can be 
untwisted at the handle and straightened out to form 
a straight rod. After they're held in the fire to sterilize 
the ends and burn off the paint they're ready for use. 
+ 
Make your Christmas cards perform double duty 
this holiday season. You can display the cards and 
at the same time brighten your hall and stair walls 
by fastening them to bands of ribbon running from 
the ceiling to the baseboard. Straight pins or scotch 
tape attach the cards and still keep your decorations 
neat. 
+ 
Two flat irons have taken the place of flimsy book· 
ends in Ann Stirniman's Lyon Hall room. She and 
her roommate salvaged the irons from the city dump 
and removed the rust with sandpaper, emery cloth 
and a good stiff brush. After sealing the surface 
with kerosene, the irons were enameled with three 
coats of gray and yellow paint. For an added personal 
touch the women painted their names on the face o[ 
each iron. 
For a practical use for those old dance corsages, 
Laura Stieglitz, H. Ec. Sr., suggests making sachets. 
Small circles of pastel satin filled with rose or gar-
denia petals and trimmed with bits of lace make a 
scented accessory for a lingerie or handkerchief 
drawer. For sentiment's sake Laura embroiders the 
corsage giver's initials on the satin and puts in a 
pinch of regular sachet powder for added fragrance. 
+ 
Sheets can now come from under cover to play 
the role of striking- bedspreads and drapes. Carolyn 
Swanson, H. Ec. Sr., dyed two double sheets navy 
blue and yellow green. One became a navy spread 
with a chartreuse flounce. She hung the rest of the 
yellow green sheet at the window, covering the cornice 
board with navy to carry out the color scheme. 
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An Idea 
To iron out those suit and blouse sleeves the easy 
way, make a handy sleeve board of your own. Roll 
a magazine about 12 inches long into a cylinder 3 
inches in diameter. Secure it firmly with strips of 
scotch tape and cover it with a rectangle of white 
cloth. After you've sewed it along the side and tucked 
it in at the ends your sleeve board is ready for action. 
That extra lone earring need not be discarded, 
advises Phyllis Hawkins, H. Ec. Jr. Instead clip it on 
the neck of a dress that needs just a touch of trim-
ming. Or remove the metal clip and sew a brilliant 
earring to a chain to wear with your Christmas formal. 
Christmas Shopping Made Easy •. 
CANDY . .. decorative gift boxes 
STUFFED ANIMALS ... all kinds 
• FREE wrapping and mailing service! 
We Specialize in 
5 and 10 Pound Parties. 
YOUR TREAT SHOP 
2526 Lincoln VVay Phone 1221-J 
Have a Musical Christmas 
• RADIOS 
• RECORDS 
• PIANOS 
• CAMERAS 
Eschbach Music House 
302 Main Street 
Merry Christmas! 
Rushing's would like to take this oppor-
tunity to wish you a Merry Christmas and 
a Happy New Year. Let us continue to 
serve you in the future as we have in the 
past. 
RUSHING'S 
Commissary Department 
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Gift 
Suggestions 
B e ll e - Sharmeer 
stockings are design-
ed for the indivi-
dual. We have new 
winter shades in 45-
51 gauge. 
$1.50-$1.85 
We have nylon or 
rayon crepe slips, 
either tailored or 
fancy in all sizes. 
$3.49-$7.98 
0 u r Skalimar 
gloves a r e the 
finest in fabric 
gloves, and they 
come in all colors. 
$.98-$1.98 
BEST WISHES 
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON 
225 Main street Phone 100 
13 
14 
He'll be 
UP 
in the 
douds· 
with a natural 
portrait of YOU 
from 
HILL'S STUDIO 
2530 Lincoln Way Phone 347 
Cookbooks 
(Continued f! ·om page 3) 
lining, plus enchanting chapter titles like "Cookies 
That Keep," "Cookies That Keep a Little While," 
and "Cookies That Won't Keep." Chapters contain 
traditional recipes brought up to date with modern 
methods of measuring, mixing and baking. In the 
first part of the book, the author confesses that the 
secret ambition of the girls in her family was not 
only to make cookies as good as mother's, but also-
some time- to invent a cookie recipe themselves. This 
book sells for $2.75. 
Good Talk 
One of the choice books that is only partly recipes, 
mostly good talk, is Eliot Elisofon's "Food Is a Four 
Letter V\Tord." Mr. Elisofon is a well-known photog-
rapher with at least eight one-man shows to his credit. 
But, says the foreward to the book, chances are he'd 
choose his casseroles in preference to his camera. The 
recipes are quick and easy-they take only l to 
2 hours at most. This man likes to eat, not merely 
spend time in the ki tchen. The book has an intro-
duction by Gypsy Rose Lee, and is yours for $2.50. 
Do you like spaghetti and dream about finding 
a really good recipe for a meat sauce? Then you'll 
probably snap up Maria Lo Pinto's "The Art of 
Italian Cooking" for your own library. This book 
has more than 200 recipes, a section on herbs and 
wines, a jacket cover bright with breads and wicker-
covered wine bottles and dangling sausages. And the 
price? $2.75. 
THE NEW TASTE SENSATION 
NuSWEET 
Puddings and Gelatin Desserts 
NuSWEET PUDDINGS 
FIVE FLAVORS 
CHOCOLATE, BUTTERSCOTCH 
LEMON, VANILLA 
AND NEW REAL 
COCONUT DESS.ERT 
NuSWEET GELATIN 
DESSERTS 
SIX FLAVORS 
STRAWBERRY, RASPBERRY, 
CHERRY, LIME, LEMON 
AND ORANGE. 
PRODUCTS OF CLINTON FOODS INC., CLINTON, IOWA 
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For at least one of the men in your life you'll want 
"Mrs. Rasmussen's Book of One Arm Cookery" by 
Mary Lasswell-you may remember her as the author 
of "Suds in Your Eye." Leaf through this book for 
pizza or onion sandwiches (with the author's com-
ment, "Yeah-and better skip that meetin' of the 
Friends of Culture.") Or read the impressive recipe 
for Poor Boy Sandwiches, which starts "Take 1 small 
loaf French bread for each person to be served." 
This book's only $2. 
Yours for a ... 
Cookbook Christmas 
We have in stock or can order for you any cook-
book published. 
Send your check-plus 15 cents for postage-and 
we will gift wrap and mail any book you choose 
for a Christmas gift. Enclose your gift card and 
address of recipient. We will do the rest-
The Smorgasbord Cookbook. ......... .. .. ... ... .... ..... ..... $2.50 
Anna Olsson Coombs 
The Christmas Cookie Book ... .............. ... .. .. .. .... .... 2.75 
Virginia Pasley 
If you know a real gourmet, flatter her-or him- -
with the "Bread Tray" by Louis P. De Guoy. The 
author is internationally famed as a master chef, and 
his collection is edited with artistry. Bread is almost 
as old as man, says Dorothy Thompson in her intro-
duction. She speaks of the brittle-crusted Italian 
breadsticks, the paunchy sturdy loaves of French 
bread, the thick earthy black breads of Russia, and 
the historic recipes of America, "each like an anthem-
Hoe Cake, Cracklin' Bread, Johnny Cake." This beau-
tifully composed book is worth its price of $4.50. 
How I Cook It .... ... .. .................... ....... .. ........................ 2.75 
Virginia McDonald f 
Better Homes & Gardens Cookbook. ....... ..... ....... 2.75 ~~ 
"Recipes for Two," by Mary Lou Glass, ought to 
be a favorite cookbook of any new bride. It solves the 
problem of cutting down recipes for twelve to suit 
Lhe appetites of two. Included are sections on menu 
planning, hints for shopping, lists of cooking equ ip-
ment and definitions of cooking terms. Price is $3. 
.Just one left on your list-the career woman who 
has never learned her way around a kitchen? There's 
a nice little book by Elinor Parker called "Cooking 
For One." It gives easy directions, more than 150 
. recipes, and some excellent ideas for dressing up 
simple foods. This one's $2.50-and Merry Christmas 
shopping to you! 
Just For Two (revised) .... .. ..... ............. ·--- ·-- ·· ---· ··-···· 2.50 
Lily Haxworth Wallace 
Serve It Buffet .... ... .. ... .................. ...................... ........ 2.50 
Florence Brobeck 
Joy of Cooking ............... ...................... ......................... 3.00 
Irma S. Rombauer 
Antoinette Pope School Cookbook ........... ... ..... .. .. 3.00 
Meal Planning and Table Service (revised) .... 3.50 
Beth Bailey McLean 
Florence Langford I 
I I Tel. 554.T . . • • Downtown . . . . 413 Douglas 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_; 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Look For The New 
Gobe' Tracing Wheel 
"Double-Wheel" Styling Gives 
Positiv-Dot .. ing on All Garment 
Fabrics and does not perforate material. 
professional use 
qolai 
Dressmakers 
TRACING WHEEL 
Also economy size (18" x 26") Transfer Marking Paper in 
colors White, Blue and Orange. 
If these items are not available in local store, send us $1.00 (Money Order 
or Cash) for a Tracing Wheel and (2} sheets of Marking Paper, White and 
Blue. We pay postage and sales tax. 
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
Gobe' Products-P.O. Box 1262-Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
~•••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a••• 
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For The Men On 
Vicky} Gift List 
by Frances Bosnak 
V ICKY can't forget the fact that men are par-ticular creatures when it comes to Christmas 
presents. She knows too that their tastes are as varied 
as their personalities. But in addition she's heard 
that there's nothing they like more than the right gift 
from a woman, so she's out to please this holiday 
season. 
For that special friend Vicky's decided to get a 
sweater to match his argyle socks. The style and price 
range are wide, ranging from cashmere pullovers to 
coarser cable-stitched ski sweaters. Nylon sweaters for 
men have also come on the market offering their 
quick-drying characteristic as a big sales point. 
Handkerchiefs 
Vicky's putting down king-sized monogrammed 
linen handkerchiefs on her list, too. She knows any 
man would be proud to show that hand-rolled hem 
in his pocket on important occasions. For a tuck-in 
present to brother that's bound to bring laughs 
Vicky's bought a different handkerchief-one with a 
large red square in the middle-for lipstick, of course! 
The men say that they never can get too many 
shirts, ties and socks. However, they caution Vicky 
to , select clothes from the masculine angle and to 
know the person she's buying for. In fact a few said 
to keep away from ties if you don't know the man 
well. General! y, geometric-figured ties in subdued 
tones with brighter hues for the less conservative 
male are most popular. Hand-knit ties are also a good 
choice. Darker ties to provide contrast for the new 
pastel shirts are also rated high by the men. 
Nearly every man likes to have one more white 
shirt with French cuffs. Vicky's going to check with 
another member of the family for neck and sleeve 
size before she shops, keeping in mind the shrinkage 
and construction of the fabric. The male fabric 
preference in shirts runs along the cotton line accord-
ing to a Bureau of Agricultural Economics survey. 
For a man who travels a lot or does his own washing 
Vicky's not going to forget the new nylon shirts. 
Vicky's going to remember about color, too. She 
16 
doesn't want to fall for the prettiest shade of robin'.-; 
egg blue unless she knows he likes the new fad of 
pastels. 
All-wool shirts in bold plaids or checks and bright 
corduroy sports shirts are other items Vicky's going 
to add to her list. Before buying she'll check on fiber 
content, cleaning or washing directions and probable 
shrinkage. She knows that nothing makes a man more 
uncomfortable than a too-small shirt which he feels 
he should wear because it was a present. 
The men's toilet goods counter offers Vicky a lot 
of ideas including hair tonic sets. But she's going to 
be wary when selecting a scented gift. No doubt he'll 
have a particular · preference in that, too. Vicky re-
members how disappointed she was when she received 
that sophisticated perfume that she never could wear 
with her wardrobe. She knows that men are faced 
with the same problems, so she's marking down a 
zippered kit with clothes brush, comb and nail file as 
a gift possibility. She's considering shaving sets tor 
the men in her family. 
For the man who's been hinting about a current 
magazine or book Vicky's going to shop in the book 
store. But she's going to make sure that the book is 
what he likes, not what she thinks he should like. 
Record Album 
Vicky's spent many weekend evenings listening to 
music with one of the men on her Christmas list. 
So what could be better than an album of the 
symphony he enjoyed at the orchestra concert last 
month. Also in the entertainment line Vicky may 
select a Canasta set or a regular double set of cards in 
an attractive case. Men like to see their monogram- in 
simple letters-especially on cards or stationery. 
There'll be no more fumbling with matches when 
Vicky presents him with a cigarette lighter. She's 
going to choose a well known brand that's easy to 
handle and with an added wind protector. She may 
match it to his cigarette case or concentrate on plain 
and simple lines. If he's a pipe-lover she'll choose 
a special pipe lighter or better yet, a combination 
pipe and cigarette I ighter. 
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"THE GENUINE" leatller 
an HOOTS 
AMERICA'S FINEST AND MOST FASHIONABLE OUTDOOR BOOT! 
~ Fits over all your shoes, any type, any heel height .• • 
~Creamy lambskin lined throughout for exira warmth. ~· 
~ Fine supple elk leathers . . • 
~Luxurious colored cuffs .•• 
-
I 
. 
Short-tie 
One eyelet tie especially sma rt 
with the new full coots 
. matching sheading cuff and 
tongue. 
Full sizes 4·10 
10.95 
*PATENTED 
~ Feather-light for your walking comfort ••• 
~In "FASHION - RIGHT" colors for the 
fashion-wise . . • dark brown, block, 
gray, autumn red and forest green. 
~ 
~ 
Zip To Tip* 
Talon zipper to toe, for slip-on 
ease over any heel {a pol· 
ented Banff feature). 
Full sizes 4· 1 0 
10.95 
_,---r--- - - - -- ---. - -. -- - - - - 1 
1 DE ARCY'S, 726 Walnut-Des Momes, Iowa I 
~ I I 
"._/:., / "!' ! Please send me_ pairs of Banff boots at 10.95 per pr 
~ 'l -r~ ; STYLE NA~E I SIZE I COLOR 
/ / ,~ ; --....::::; f_::Z:.:.I;_P ...:..TO..:..._.:T..:.:IP _ _ :---- ~-----------1 {~ j !,_S~HO~R~T~-T~IE -L---~--~-----~ 
LM : ~~~REESS ~ ,.~C~I~TY~~-------ZO_N_E ___ ST_A_T_E--~ 
I DES MOINES, lOW A LC~ECK _9 ___ ~HARG':_ 0 _ _ __ c~oy.:_ Q_j 
DE ARCY'S 
How 
good cooks 
are made! 
LARD IS AN IOWA PRODUCT 
• 
Tender, flaky pies and pastries . . . crisp 
croquettes and fritters ... melt-in-your-mouth 
cookies and cakes ... on such as these many 
a good cook's reputation rests. And more 
often than not her secret is lard - Morrell 
Pride Lard - to accent the flavor of the good 
things she makes. 
No other shortening matches the rich, melt-
ing goodness of lard, and when it's slow 
kettle-rendered Morrell Pride lard, made 
from choice pork fat, the results are sure. 
Tests prove that lard is defin itely sup3rior in 
digestibility - with a minimum of metabolic 
activity. Lard leads in growth-promoting 
properties, too, and in preventing fatty acid 
deficiencies which cause dermatitis. 
For maximum nutrition, an::l unvarying qual-
ity, pure, government-inspected Morrell Pride 
Lard is your shortening. 
JOHN MORRELL & co. OTTUM\'/A, IOWA 
